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TOWARDS A
DEMOCRA TIC
HISTORY
by Jesse Lemisch

For some time now, American social scientists
have been telling us that America is and has been a
land of equality and mobility, a land of consensus liberal consensus. The common man, we are told,
came into his own in America long before the
presidency of Andrew Jackson; a redistribution of
wealth in the twentieth century has produced a
"people's capitalism"; a pluralistic society has
achieved a happy equilibrium. Those who dissented
from the consensus have been few, these studies
tell us, and those few have been unrealistic, their
rationality open to serious question; there nas never
been much wisdom in rocking the American boat. 1
Quite recently these ideas have come under attack
by a group of younger scholars. One of them
reminds us of a horror in our heritage : is it not
grotesque, he asks, that historians should be so
obtuse to the role of slavery in American history
as to se~ equality as a central theme in that history? 2
Others have discovered that there are poor people
today,3 just as there were in 1910, 4 1880, 5 1850, 6
1789, 7 1771, 8 1687. 9 Some of these studies have
detected a rigid class structure and have concluded
that we have exaggerated mobility, that dreams of
success have often been tragic delusions. 10 We have
been less unlike the rest of the world than we
thought, 11 and sometimes when we have been
different we have been worse, not better. 12 Finally,
t he possibility has been raised that the common man

has in fact had an ideology, that that ideology has
been radica l. and that conditions have been objective! · bad enough so that a radical critique has been
a so i.:.nd orn,.13
These recent studies present a serious challenge
to some sacred myths. Perhaps of equal importance
to this substantive challenge are the techniques
which these men have used in their re-examination
of society. If their challenge were merely substantive and ad hoc, it could end tomorrow. If, on the
other hand, they are looking at America in a
different way, their assault might well continue and
extend itself from one end to another of our history.
There are many indications that these men are looking at America in a distinctive way and that others
may apply the same techinques to new areas.
Most of these writers have in common a dislike
of history written with a bias favorable to an elite
on the basis of an insufficiently critical consideration
of elite sources. They are all interested in the
common man-. In England, Edward P. Thompson
has in many ways shown the way with his attention
to workers, "harlots and publicans and thieves." 14
Gabriel Kolko, an economic historian, has investigated the twentieth-century poor ;15 Norman Pollack
has looked at agrarian populists in the late nineteenth century 16 while Stephan Thernstrom has
examined the urban workingman in the same
period.17 Staughton Lynd and Alfred Young have
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looked at the mechanic in the lat e eighteenth
century. 18
These historia ns have not only been interested
in t he common man; they have also been sympathet ic
t o him. Toget her, t hey a re radically opposed t o the
way in which history has been and is being written.
F rom them we can learn a good deal about how
history might be wr itten and also something about
how it should not be written.
If the lower class has been poorly treat ed and
mistreated by most hist orians, that is in part because it is difficult to track the common man down:
oft en he has been illiterate ; rarely have the sources
seemed so full of information a bout the employed
as about the employer. But even when the sources
have been available - and all these writers feel that
they have been more available than we t hink - they
have been ignored or distorted. Thernstrom quotes
Frederick Law Olmsted's explanation : 19

Men of litera r y taste -.. . a re always apt t o
overlook the working-classes, and to confine the
r ecords they make of their own times, in great
degree, to t he habits and fortunes of their own
associates, and to those of people of superior
r ank to t hemselves, of whose sa yings and doings
t heir vanity, as well as their curiosity, leads
them most ca refully to inform themselves. The
dumb masses have often been so lost in this
shadow of egotism, that, in later days, it has
been impossible to discern the ver y r eal influence their character a nd condition has had on
the fortune and fate of t he nation.
Olmsted is speaking of the kind of class bias which,
to give one instance, led Patr ick Colquhoun to count
5000 harlots in London at the end of the eighteenth
century. His prostitutes turn out " on closer inspection [by Thompson, p. 56] to be 'lewd and immoral
women,' including 'the prodigious number among
the lower classes who cohabit t ogether without
marriage' (and this at a time when divorce for the
poor was a n absolute impossibility) ."
What kinds of sources have these men used?
Thompson's sources cover a wide range, but with
an obvious prefer ence for the voice of the people
as expr essed direct ly in contemporary statements

or in songs, poems, remm1scences, and popular
tradition. His preference is not uncritical: using
the reminiscences of those who rose above their
origins and finding them full of breast-beating and
moralizing - which adds up to "fudging'' (p. 57) he tells us that such sources "must be held up to a
Satanic light and read backwards" if we are to see
t he r eal attit udes behind them (p. 58) .20
An important distinction must be made among
the kinds of sources which Thompson uses: some
are genuinely from the bottom up and others are
admittedly from the t op down. In his hands there
is critical use of both kinds, but the distinction is
oft en m issed by other historians.
For instance, the history of American slavery
has been written a1most entirely from the point of
view of t he master. This is partially because of the
lack of first-person testimony from those most
directly involved - the slaves - but not entirely so.
Over ten thousand pages of slave reminiscences,
gathered by the Federal Writers' Project in the late
1930's, have been sitting in the Library of Congress
largely unused.2 1 Since these sources are extremely
rich and sufficiently diverse to form the basis of
critical accounts one can only conclude that their
extr aordinary disuse is a reflection of the kind of
elit ism which prefers the testimony of the few in t his case, the masters - to the testimony of the
many - t he slaves.
The important distinction noted here is often
missed by historians of the common man, and they
would be wise to pay closer attention to it. Pollack
is aware of the distinction: he says that he seeks
the grass roots, "the despair and yearning of the
people themselves" (p. 9). But too often, he must
present the views of leaders rather than those of
" unlettered farmers and workers" ( p. 9) . In his
article on New York's mechanics in the revolutionary period Staughton Lynd largely misses the distinction, setting out in pursuit of "a distinctive
mechanic ideology" (p. 217), he presents us instead
with the views of "leading" mechanics in what turns
out to be essentially a study of the Committee of
Mechanics. This is worthwhile and, given the
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sources, possibly necessary, but it produces somewhat less than is promised.
One of the few places where there is abundant
documentation about the common man is in court
records, but historians must remember that a man
in court is a man in t rouble: court records ca n be
rich, but they must be used with care because of
this built-in bias. Thompson is aware of this, and
his preference is clearly for non-governmental
records, 22 but his use of informers' reports on the
Luddites is liberating for the historian who mi ght
be too quick to reject such sou rces out of sympathy
for those who were spied upon a nd suspicion for
the spies. Thompson is suspicious of the spies, but
since "Bad men can work usefully in a ba d cause,"
it is wrong "to suppose that the reports of these
men are . .. all worthless" (p. 490). With the
Luddites gone underground, what records they left
a re intent ionally cloudy (p. 487). The spies might
have intentionally sensationalized their reports, but
their employers, who were "not all fool s," were
aware of the bias and wanted accurate information
(p. 490). Some of the reports were accurate, and
it is the historian's j ob to find out which of them
were. Thompson applies a fine critical intelligence
to a pair of very different reports and comments:
Need the contrast be pointed further? The
first appears to be as credible as any account by
an untrained reporter. Clearly, the informer
was impressed, despite himself, by this passage
in the speech; and he has recorded, more vividly
than the "literary" versions usually published
in the radical press, the ma nner of the democratic orator. The author of t he second is the
notorious provocateur, John Castle . . . whose
evidence was torn into shreds at the trial . . .
in 1817. But even if we did not know this, his
style betrays him in the first line. He is falling
over his illiterate pen in an effort to ingrat iate
himself further with the authorities. This does
not mean that every word of his deposition is
a lie. It does mean that each word must be
critically fumigated before it may be admitt ed
t o historica l intercourse. (pp. 492-3)
St atistical evidence is Thompson's bete noire.
Nonetheless, he makes brilliant use of statistics
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himself, as when he extends the debate about t he
Industrial Revolution a nd the standar d of living by
presenting child mortalit y figur es which give a very
different picture from that given by infant mortality
figures alone (p. 326) . But Thompson protests
against the dilution of averages (p. 214) 23 : "a substantial decline in infant mortality and increase in
life expectat ion among several m illions in the middle
classes and a r ist ocracy of labour would mask, in
national averages, a worsen iIJg position in the working class generally" (p. 331 ) . Basically, Thompson
dislikes statistics because they tell us something
about stan dard of life but not enough a bout way
of life (p. 211) .
Stephan Thernstr om's work on the workingmen
of Newburypor t is almost entir ely statistical, basi ng
a study of mobility almost enti rely on such sour ces
as ce nsus records, tax records, city di rectories, and
high school registrations. F rom such so urces as
these he is able to construct brief biographies of
several workers, men otherwise entirely unknown
to history. Certainly this is a tour de force, a feat
which would please Thompson. But Thernstrom
dismisses the sketches : "a handful of instances cannot reveal what proportion of the laboring population of Newburyport reaped the benefits of social
mobility, nor can it indicat e what avenues of social
advances were of pa rticular significa nce to t he
working class" (p. 83) . As if in direct response to
Thompson, Thernst r om concludes that only "a stat istical analysis" can a nswer these quest ions (p. 83) ,
and Thernstrom performs such an analysis with
extremely useful results.24
Kolko' s work is largely st at istical and is perhaps
weakest when he allows a few anecdotes about conspicuous consumpt ion to "demonstr ate" that such
conduct conti nues to t hrive (p. 124 ) . This minor
error contradicts t he spirit of Kolko's sound attack
on Li pset a nd Bendix fo r optimistic conclusions
a bout income distribu t ion based on impressionistic
evidence an d against Simon Kuznets for dra wing
conclusions about t he income of the entire population from a study of t he top five per cent ( p. 24 ) .
Thernstrom is similarly critical of concl usion~ a bout
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social mobility drawn from studies of the business
elite : a society of ten million paupers which allowed
five of t hem to become millionaires on their merit
is not an open society (p. 2) .25
Thompson, Thernstrom, Kolko, and Pollack are
all sympathetic to the working class : all are writing
from the bottom up. Thompson's complaint against
statistical evidence seems irr elevant : a technique
antithetical to his does not necessarily lea d to antithetical conclusions. If the technique has been
abused, that is no r eason for throwing it out ; those
who a r e sympathetic t o the common ma n a nd who
a lso believe that history must be made more precise
will fin d Thernstrom's study a model of historical
investigation .
This brief examination of the sources used in
these diverse studies of the common man seems to
suggest that all kinds of sources are useful and that
some, like popular tradition, reminiscences, and the
first-person test imony of the common man, deserve
more use t ha n they have been given. But the
examinati on also suggest s that the question is not
so much which sources as much as how the sources
are used.
Ways of looking at sources are inseparable from
assumpt ions about how man, society, and history
work. Thompson's bias against the use of st at istical
evidence is a reflection of a deeper a ssumption.
Statistics are bad because they "obscure the agency
of working people, the degree to which they have
contr ibuted, by conscious efforts, t o the making of
history" (p. 12). In t his sense statistics a re no
mor e misleading than t he "Fabian orthodoxy in
which the great maj ority of working people are
seen as passive victims of laissez faire" (p. 12).
He protests against empirical studies which disassemble r eality and then put it together again in
such a mechanistic fashion that "The dimension of
human agency is lost" (p. 205). American histor ians, even t hose sympathetic to Charles A. Beard,
can see the sort of dist ortions which trouble Thompson in Beard's An E conomic Interpretation of the
Constitution wher e t he Founding Fathers appear as
mechanistic puppets t o their holdings of public

securities.26 But the point here is not so much the
limited one of whether Thompson is right or wrong
about statistics but rat her his assumptions, his focus
on the quest ion of human agency. This is the same
problem which concerns Olmsted when he sees a
class bias concealing the "very real influence" which
the working classes have had in history. 27 To deny
human agency is to say that history happens from
the top down.
Sometimes, very often, history does happen from
t he t op down. Thompson sees manipulation behind
the Wilkes r iot s (p. 68). In my work on merchant
seamen in t he politics of the American colonies I
have found simila r instances, as in a seamen's riot
at a Philadelphia election in 1742, when all the
evidence indicates that seamen were bought to break
up an election in which they had absolutely no
interest. 28
But I have also found many more instances where
seamen's activities which have been universally
interpreted as mere mindless plundering express a
genuine political position, often one of great selectivity and sophisticat ion.29
The historia n must treat with ske-p ticism the
blatantly class-biased statements of an earlier age,
just as he should those of his contemporaries. A
Boston merchant explained that the Tea Party was
conducted so efficiently that there must have been
"People of more sense and discernment than the
vulgar among the Actors." 3 ° Common sense would
suggest t hat the skills useful in raising several
hundred chests of tea out of the holds of ships and
emptying them into Boston harbor would be more
those of stevedores than of lawyers or merchants.
Whether this is in fact t he case is not known, and
that is just the point : historians have been too
receptive to class bias, too little willing to deal
critically with the snobs of the past.31
A bias which says that history can happen from
t he bottom up, that t he people often act for good
reasons, expressing genuine grievances, helps us to
better understand both past and present. What was
thought to be aimless violence in Harlem in the
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summer of 1964 is later seen by even the Mayor of
New York as "a social revolution - a demand by
a minority for equal rights" 32 ; the same could be
said of Watts. If one is willing to look for the real
grievances which may underlie such action, then
one can see the action as some sort of rational
expression. By the same count, the participation
of eighteenth-century American seamen in riots
against British authority takes on more meaning
after one has studied the horrors of impressment. 33
Thompson finds great selectivity and self-discipline
in the English mob (p. 64) and sees in crime and
riot the fighting out of a class war (p. 60). The
Luddites are not simply dissatisfied workers; they
are insurrectionary, perhaps revolutionary (p. 589).
The people, then, can make their own history.
What determines the direction in which the people
try to make history move? Pollack tells us that the
Populists tried to change society in accord with an
ideology, a coherent and penetrating critique derived
from their own experience and far more relevant
to actual conditions than the views of the Social
Darwinists. Lynd seeks out and defines a mechanic
ideology and finds it coherent and radical. Thompson finds a "sub-political consciousness," a tradition
which condemned some laws and condoned others
(p. 60). Thompson's English mobs, the Populists,
the Negro rioters, the eighteenth-century seamen:
it is both condescending and inaccurate to dismiss
these as non-ideological.
What scientists know of the nature of man by
no means suggests that he is inherently evil and
irrational. The evidence is quite persuasive in the
other direction: man is born rational and a proper
social ,s ystem can promote rather than pervert that
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rationality. Just as the physicist cannot hope to
understand the conduct of groups of bodies without
understanding the properties of individual bodies,
so the historian cannot explain the conduct of groups
of men without some knowledge of the properties of
men as individuals. This does not mean that the
group is simply the individual on a larger scale, but
it is not true, as historians so often assume, that
once a group of individuals reaches some critical
mass it goes insane. If men can be rational, the
historian's working assumption must be that groups
of men act rationally; often they do not, but he will
find a surer key to understanding in the assumption
of rationality than of irrationality. The first question which the historian should ask of any human
conduct is, Could this possibly make any sense?
The assumptions which guide the historians
dealt with in this paper should have a familiar ring,
for what these men have done is to convert traditional liberal democratic values into a methodology.
Franklin, Paine and others also believed that man
is largely rational, that he could make a better
society and, if properly informed, govern himself.
History, the democrat believes, can happen from
the bottom up, and the democrat as historian will
write it from the bottom up. This suggests that the
democratic ideology is not only a faith but also a
rationally justifiable method. If respect and sympathy for the majority of men makes sense, then
a value-laden approach - a love of mankind becomes not simply a mystique but actually a
sounder approach than the approach of moral complacency. If the historian works within a structure
of commitment to man, a structure of democratic
values, then his intuitions will be more reasonable
and more fruitful than they are if he is anti-man.
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